Introduction
Over the past few years sophisticated passive and active metal detectors have been coupled with state-ofthe-art (SOA) GPS systems to provide increasingly accurate real-time localization capability when conducting Unexploded Ordnance (UXO) surveys. However, clearing UXO ranges with these automated techniques invariably still requires digging 5-100 items for every recovered intact ordnance item. In an attempt to improve discrimination and reduce false alarms, target analysis techniques have been developed to process UXO survey data sets, emphasizing statistical analysis approaches applied to the output parameters of physics-based target fitting algorithms. The objective of this project is to go beyond the use of physics-based parameters when making decisions about ordnance classification. We have incorporated shape representation and similarity based on anomalies in the mapped data files to extract and exploit image features related to the target signatures. This provides an additional input for a discrimination/classification decision.
Shape information is an important component of the semantic content of the UXO target image and is a primary component of the visual decision making process used by the human analyst in the current interactive data analysis approach. Because this information is so important to the human in-the-loop, if it can be quantified and incorporated into the machine analysis of the data, it will provide an important classification tool. Indeed, if the target analysis process is ever to be fully and effectively automated, implementation of this step is imperative.
This project employed existing data sets taken by the Vehicular Multi-sensor Towed Array Detection System (MTADS) at the Badlands Bombing Range (BBR) during 2001. 1 In preparation for that survey a 10-acre area near the bull's eye (which had previously been cleared of UXO in 1999) 2 was seeded by ERDC with 25 projectiles (ten 105-mm projectiles, ten 155-mm projectiles, and five 8-in projectiles). These inert projectiles were buried in a variety of orientations at depths up to the maximum expected selfburial depths for these ground-fired projectiles. One additional pre-existing HE-filled buried projectile was discovered in the 10-acre area. This 10-acre area and an additional 100 acres were surveyed by the Vehicular MTADS. The entire data set was interactively analyzed using standard techniques by an analyst using the MTADS data analysis system (DAS); a target list was prepared and all targets on the list were dug by UXO technicians.
The pattern recognition team on this project was provided the complete ground truth (locations and identities of all dug targets, including ordnance and non-ordnance (metallic scrap) items from the 10-acre seeded area. The data for the additional 100 acres was provided to the pattern recognition team as a mapped data file. The dig results and target location ground truth for this area were blind to the group until final analysis results had been submitted to the P.I.
To begin the study, the pattern recognition team applied statistical analysis approaches based on the physics-derived fitting parameters resulting from the previously completed interactive analysis of the seed target area. These techniques are similar to those that have been applied by others using datasets from other ranges. [3] [4] [5] [6] They had not been previously applied to data from the BBR. Section 2 provides more background on these techniques.
The culminating step in this research project involved (a) developing parameter sets that describe shape information from the magnetic anomaly image map and (b) developing techniques to automatically filter these parameters and learn from them by submitting them to an inductive learning algorithm. The goal of the project was to develop an automated analysis method that is as accurate, if not more accurate, than the interactive human interpretation.
In the body of the report we describe:
The comparative results of applying Genetic Ensemble Feature Selection (GEFS) versus
Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs), 2. Our analysis of the characteristics of the outliers (targets both UXO and scrap that defied correct characterization), and 3. A reanalysis of the data using Principal Components Analysis (PCA) and clustering techniques.
Based on these results, we concluded that additional information needed to be generated to give to the learning algorithm. We found that improving the inductive learning methods using only the physicsbased parameters does not improve accuracy. Instead, one needs to investigate what further types of information are available from the raw MTADS dataset to give to an inductive learning algorithm.
The project then proceeded by:
1. Using a spatial array of the raw pixel values associated with apparent magnetic anomalies from the MTADS mapped data, 2. Adding these spatial arrays of raw pixel values to the physics parameters derived from the MTADS DAS dipole fitting, and 3. Resubmitting these parameters to the GEFS and ANN algorithms.
4. Automating the entire process by using a two-step approach with an existing commercial software product, Feature Analyst ® to (a) find candidate target sites (i.e. we implemented an automated target picker) and (b) characterize these target sites using shape function information and shape filters resident in the Feature Analyst software.
The report concludes with an analysis of these results and a prediction of how they might be used to develop a completely-automated data analysis approach that would require only preprocessing the raw data to produce mapped data files.
Background

The Current MTADS Process
Modern geophysical UXO surveys are typically conducted under GPS control using systems such as the MTADS. This vehicular-towed array of magnetometer sensors employs a 0.25-m horizontal sensor spacing and a 50 Hz data rate. In a UXO geophysical survey this system typically records over 2 million sensor data points/acre. Currently the target analysis process begins by mapping these data to create a magnetic anomaly image map. Figure 1 shows an MTADS magnetic anomaly map prepared from the mapped data file for the 10-acre seed target area at the BBR. Figure 2 shows a 0.25-acre portion of the 10-acre area, similar to what would be viewed by the analyst during target picking. In the analysis process, the analyst visually inspects the data and eliminates anomalies that clearly fall outside the parameters that would be characteristic of UXO types known or suspected to be present on the range. This process obviously relies strongly on the experience of the analyst. He has access to a library of known UXO magnetic anomaly signatures at various orientations and depths for reference. However, more important in the prescreening process, is his knowledge of and ability to identify signatures that are atypical of UXO signatures. These include anomalies that are composed of contributions from numerous smaller objects, objects too large or misshapen to be UXO, or anomalies that are too small to meet the minimal threshold criteria for the smallest expected UXO.
After visual prescreening to eliminate noncandidate anomalies, the evaluation continues with the analyst using the computer mouse to select areas containing anomaly signatures of potential buried UXO items, as shown by the white outlines around anomalies in Figure 2 . Data in each selected area are submitted to a physics-based modeling routine, which uses a magnetic dipole signal model. The model parameters (location, depth, size, orientation, and magnetic moment) are systematically varied until the difference between the measured data and the model is minimized. In the analysis window image, shown as a screen clip in Figure 3 , the analyst has the option to further edit the data to remove multiple target signature contributions to the image, and to refit the signature. Ultimately, the analyst rejects the fit or accepts the fit and provides comment about the individual target, its identity, its likelihood of being UXO, or unique attributes of the fitting process. The quality of the fit approximating a magnetic dipole signature is a final numerical output parameter.
These physics-based parameters form the input for statistical analysis approaches (inductive learners) being developed in this project to improve and automate the target analysis process. The goal of incurporating inductive learning into the MTADS process is to (a) improve accuracy, (b) provide consistency in predictions, and (c) ultimately remove the man-in-the-loop required in the current process.
Inductive Learning: ANNs and GEFS
A computer program that learns from a set of labeled examples is called an inductive learner. A teacher provides the output for each example. The set of labeled examples given to an inductive learner is called a training set. The task of inductive learning is to generate from the training set a concept description that correctly predicts the output of all future examples, not just those from the training set. Several previously studied [7] [8] [9] inductive-learning algorithms have proven successful for interpreting imagery.
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These algorithms differ both in their concept-representation language and in their method (or bias) for constructing a concept within this language. These differences are important because they determine which concepts a classifier will learn. For instance, some are more robust to noisy input data; some are well suited for real-valued inputs, and so on. The choice of a learning algorithm should be made by the user to match the task at hand. In this project we investigate various learning approaches to determine the ones best suited for distinguishing legitimate UXO from metallic scrap.
Artificial Neural Networks 9 (ANNs) have been successfully applied to a wide variety of real-world domains and are thus a logical choice for consideration for this project. Briefly, ANNs consist of nodes interconnected by weighted links. These networks propagate a set of input signals, representing an image's feature values, forward into a set of output signals that serve as the network's prediction. Nodes that are neither input nor output nodes are called hidden nodes and their sole function is to help map input values to output values. The nodes in the network contain an activation function that typically allows the network to make non-linear predictions. Training of a network consists of modifying the interconnection weights via a learning algorithm such as back propagation, 9 which we use in this project.
In conjunction with the basic ANNs, we also include in our investigation a powerful inductive-learning method, called ensembles, which combines the output of many separate predictors. Figure 4 represents the basic ensemble approach. In Figure 4 , neural networks are the classification method used. Each network in the ensemble (networks 1 through N) is trained using the training instances for that network. Then, the predicted output of each of these networks is combined to produce the output of the ensemble (Ô in Figure 4) . Previous research has shown that ensembles generally produce more accurate predictions than the individual predictors within the ensemble. Both theoretical research 14, 15 and empirical work 16, 17 have shown that a good ensemble is one in which (1) the individual networks are accurate, and (2) any errors that these individual networks make occur in different parts of the ensemble's input space. Many learners, when run too long, tend to overfit the training data. Overfitting occurs when the learning algorithm captures too much information on the training examples and not enough on the general characteristics of the domain as a whole. This can lead to poor generalizations. In Figure 5 , the dashed outer lines represent predictions from learners. These lines do a good job in their predictions of the training data (the X's), but are not to be trusted outside these predictions. Note that the average of these two predictions (the solid center line) is relatively smooth and would probably make reasonable predictions outside the training points. This is the power of ensembles: Maximizing the difference between individual predictions (the dashed lines) results in smooth averages.
Feature selection in inductive learning is the task of identifying the set of features (i.e., inputs) that are given to a learning algorithm. Automated feature selection is a central problem in inductive learning because there are numerous possible lowlevel image features, for example pixel values, objects size, object outline characteristics, etc., that can be used by a learning algorithm. Rather than follow the traditional approach of finding one subset of features to give a learning algorithm, Dr. Opitz of RMAS developed the concept of ensemble feature selection 18 and described a refined machine-learning algorithm called GEFS (for Genetic Ensemble Feature Selection) based on his earlier learning algorithm, ADDEMUP. 15, 17, 19 In this approach, GEFS searches for a set of feature subsets that is not only germane to the learning task and learning algorithm, but actually promotes disagreement among the ensemble's classifiers. The rationale is that by maximizing the differences between individual well-fit predictors then taking an average of their results, the analyst will arrive at the most accurate prediction (see Figure 5 ). Since we only know the truth at the "X" points, the goal is to search for a set of predictors that go through most of the X's, but make their errors on different ones (i.e., we want a set of predictors that are accurate, yet diverse in their predictions).
GEFS uses genetic algorithms (GAs) to generate a set of classifiers (neural networks in this project) that were developed to be accurate and diverse in their predictions. A key GEFS feature is its modified fitness function, which takes into account both accuracy and diversity when estimating the utility of a neural network to be included in the ensemble. Opitz 18 compared the ensemble feature selection approach developed for GEFS's with neural networks as well as the two other state-of-the-art ensemble approaches, Bagging 13 and Ada-Boosting. 13, 16 Results using 22 data sets showed that the simple and straightforward GEFS algorithm for creating the initial population, on average, produces better learned models than the three other approaches. Results also show that further running of the algorithm with the genetic operators improves performance. Thus, as the learning component of the proposed machine-learning system, GEFS can provide a good answer quickly and then if the user desires, can further improve on this performance. Finally, GEFS's performance is most impressive on domains that contain numerous possible input features, 20,21 such as visual learning domains. In summary, GEFS is an ideal fit for UXO detection. 
Studying the Utility of the Physics-Based Parameters
In the initial setup of the project we evaluated the performance of ANNs and GEFS using the physical descriptors provided from the human-in-the-loop interactive target analysis. We constructed a two-class (i.e. UXO and not-UXO) Seeded Site dataset from the vehicle magnetic anomaly data table provided in Appendix G from the NRL report. 1 The table includes the vehicular MTADS predictions of depth, size, moment, inclination, azimuth, and the fit quality for 170 targets that were dug to confirm the existence of ordnance as opposed to scrap. Of the 170 targets, 26 targets were confirmed to be the previously-seeded inert ordnance (ten -105-mm, ten -155-mm, and five -8-in) or live UXO (one -155-mm). For the twoclass datasets in this report, the types of ordnance were undifferentiated.
We conducted the UXO classification tests using leave-one-out cross-validation experiments. With leave-one-out, the learning algorithm creates a model using all of the targets except one, and then predicts the classification of the left-out target using the generated model. This process is repeated until all targets have been left out once and only once. Thus, for the 170 targets, the process is repeated 170 times. The cumulative accuracy of the 170 held-out targets determines the estimate for the predictive accuracy. Leave-one-out has become the standard technique for inductive learning algorithms.
We conducted numerous experiments to tune the various learning parameters for both ANNs and GEFS. We found the error margins to be consistent across the plausible ranges of these parameters. In particular, we found a consistent minimum error of approximately 6.8%, with both ANNs and GEFS. The consistency of the value of the best error rate strongly suggests there are certain targets that cannot be distinguished (classified) using only the physics-based parameters predicted using the MTADS data sets. We confirmed this suspicion in the next step.
Data Characterization of Physical Parameters
In this section we characterize the data in an attempt to identify if the misclassified data are outliers with the current parameters and are thus impenetrable for inductive learning, in general. We started by performing a Principle Components Analysis (PCA) of the dataset. PCA is a common data characterization technique for identifying outliers. Because the proportion of variance smoothly decreases with the principal component, the data set would not be well represented by a reduction in dimension (as would be expected if the first few components captured nearly all the variation). This suggests that there is little correlation among the attributes of the dataset. Figures 6 and 7 show plots of the first 3 components (which capture 83% of the variation).
The plots show a well-behaved distribution with few outliers. This can make distinguishing between classes hard for an inductive learning algorithm. To investigate the interesting question of whether there were patterns resistant to classification and whether they were predominantly of a single class (i.e., UXO or clutter), distributions of pattern classification were tabulated. It was found that many of the incorrect patterns were never classified correctly in any of the 50 computed trials. In addition, the GEFS algorithm produced nearly the same number of misclassifications on the same data points as the ANN. The pattern numbers resistant to classification in both the single ANN and GEFS are given in Table 1 . We examined these classification-resistant patterns and found when plotted in the PC1, PC2, and PC3 space, the resistant patterns lie well within the center of wellbehaved points. Points at the center of the PCA clusters are the difficult patterns to classify, whereas outliers are typically readily classified.
We note that the classifiers seem to have the greatest problem misidentifying UXO as non-UXO. This is the less desirable of the two types of error since it is better to dig a few extra pieces of scrap than leave dangerous ordnance on site. It is apparent we need to supplement the physics-based parameters with additional information to improve learning accuracy.
Incorporating Size and Shape Information from the Mapped Data Images
For inductive learning in general, representing the problem meaningfully to the learning algorithm is of the utmost importance. While ANNs and GEFS can theoretically learn complex concepts, in practice only well-represented inputs provide useful results.
Images contain spatial data. The traditional inductive learning approach for utilizing spatial information is to map a local 2-dimensional array of color information. However, images contain much more information. In fact, imagery contains six attributes upon which a human analyst can focus when classifying objects: size, shape, texture, pattern, association, and color. 22 The research of Dr. Opitz has investigated using all 6 attributes and has resulted in the state-of-the-art commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) system for recognizing objects in imagery called Feature Analyst (see www.featureanalyst.com), the cornerstone of this research project.
Feature Analyst works by taking a small and simple set of training examples digitized by the user, learns from the examples, and classifies the remainder of the image. A key component of Feature Analyst is its unique ability to create a number of proprietary descriptors that describe all six attributes (size, shape, pattern, texture, associate, color) when classifying objects. In addition, Feature Analyst has the ability to improve the accuracy of its results with multiple passes. Figure 8 illustrates the approach that is taken to iteratively reduce clutter and/or retrieve false negatives. The classification improves with iterative passes; each new pass is designed to remove one form of error from the results of the previous pass.
Clutter is the most common form of error when recognizing specific targets in images; it was the focus for this research project. The objective of clutter mitigation is to remove false positives. Thus, the learning task is to distinguish between false positives and correctly identified positives. The user generates a training set by labeling the positive features from the previous classification as either positive or negative. The trained learner then reclassifies the positive instances from the previous pass. The negative instances from the previous pass are considered correct in clutter mitigation and are thus masked out. It is possible to remove too much clutter (i.e. miss legitimate UXO). One would want to provide a path to retrieve false negatives if UXO were missed. There are various approaches that can be tried. In this report, all classifier decisions were made on a yes/no basis. The prediction process is based upon a scaling factor, which can be adjusted to be more or less restrictive. Alternatively, the human analyst could be flagged to QC predictions that are uncertain, or were based upon poor or incomplete signatures.
We proceeded in our experiments using spatial information for UXO classification as follows:
• We established a baseline using the physics-based parameters alone on targets falling within the seeded site region having MTADS data.
• We established a second baseline using the raw pixel values (color) without the physics-based parameters. This is the simple and traditional approach and serves as a good baseline to compare the more comprehensive approach provided by Feature Analyst. • We tested the integration of the physics based parameters with the spatial array of pixel values.
• Finally, we used the descriptors of Feature Analyst that go beyond the baseline pixel-based approach to classify the image.
For the experiment, we used the magnetometer data generated by the vehicular MTADS from the Seeded Site in the BBR to generate a GeoTiff raster having a pixel width of 0.25m. Each pixel in the raster is simply the average magnetic flux for all data points lying within the pixel boundaries. The raster extent was geo-referenced from the Northern-most and Western-most data coordinates.
Baseline 1: Physics Parameters Alone
The data set in the previous section consisted of the 170 dug targets (26 UXO and 144 scrap) associated with the 10-acre seed target area. For the remainder of this report, we reduced this dataset to 139 targets (25 UXO and 114 scrap) because 31 of the original targets were outside the seeded site region having MTADS data. Table 2 presents the results for the 139 targets using only the physics-based parameters. For the ANNs, the error rate of UXO classified as non-UXO is 24% while the error rate of non-UXO classified as UXO is 3.5%. The GEFS algorithm missed one more UXO than did the ANNs, but had an improved false positive rate. These results are similar to the predictions described in Section 3 for the 170 targets, and serve as a baseline for the remainder of the tests in this report.
Baseline 2: Pixel-Based Spatial Representations
Feature Analyst offers numerous pixel-based representation patterns. For this study, we tested several types of input filters, including Bull's-eye filters, Square-pattern filters, and Manhattan-pattern filters. Figure 9 shows sample input representations available within Feature Analyst. With target recognition, mapping input pixels to values for learning is a difficult problem because it is necessary to include spatial information without overwhelming the learner. The baseline approach maps pixel values from a square or circular window of the pixels in the image to the inputs of the learner. To reduce the amount of information, the Bull's-eye patterns take a cue from nature and the use high densities of optic nerves at the center of the field of view and lower densities at the periphery. UXO comprises varying shapes and sizes. Spatial input filters are generally sensitive to the target size in the image; however, one can append multiple filter types in Feature Analyst by using its Retrieve Missed Objects functionality described above. , we conducted multiple trial experiments using both ANNs and GEFS. From multiple trial experiments with various training options, we determined mapping a square 7 by 7 pixel region centered at each candidate site produced the best results; however, the variability of results for different input representations was minor. On sites with more diverse or smaller ordnance, either the pixel size or the mapping pattern may have to be adjusted to accommodate the site. Table 3 contains the results of the experiment. For the analysis employing the pixel-base target signatures alone, the ANN and GEFS both miss 32% of the actual UXO, while the ANN gives a false positive rate of 3.5% and GEFS gives a false positive rate of 2.6%. The ability of the image analysis to correctly identify UXO as UXO is marginally inferior to the physics-based analysis based upon the 170 target dataset. From these values, it seems that the physics-based parameters alone provide more information than the base pixel-based target signatures to achieve a slightly better classification performance using either the ANN or the GEFS method. 
Combined Pixel-Based Target Signatures and Physics-Based Parameters
We next appended the physics-based parameters with the localized array of pixel values. Table 4 gives the results using all physics descriptors added to the Square 7-by-7 input representation. Note the combined information does not significantly improve accuracy. For the ANNs, the combined dataset gives identical error rates obtained using the target signatures alone and somewhat less accurate results than the physics-based parameters alone. The GEFS results for this trial are identical to those obtained with the physics-based rates alone.
Using Size and Shape Information from Feature Analyst
In traditional UXO target analysis, an analyst visualizes a localized area of the mapped data file generated from magnetometer data collected by a detection system. Based on the visual attributes of individual localized perturbations (target anomalies) in this image, the analyst determines which targets to select for fitting and computation of the physics-based parameters. Predictions based on these parameters, and the subjective visual attributes associated with each target anomaly, determine which targets are chosen to dig. The remainder of this report investigates the application of Feature Analyst's two-pass approach as an alternative to the traditional processes described above. The first pass is used to select the potential targets of interest (it serves as an automated target picker). The second pass then uses the shape and size descriptors calculated in the Feature Analyst software to distinguish between the UXO and not-UXO targets that survived the first pass. This approach is fully automatic, although it provides the opportunity for an analyst to fine-tune the process.
First-Pass Filtering. In preparation for the first pass analysis, Feature Analyst is used to learn the UXO target signatures based on the size of the anomaly footprint and signal intensity of the positive magnetic flux regions. The positive flux regions of two known UXO were selected as training examples. Based on these two examples, Feature Analyst learned an automated model that filtered the image to 84 candidate target sites. It is interesting to note that this set of 84 sites is a direct subset of the 139 sites provided by the human analyst. Moreover, the 84 sites include all the known 25 UXO sites, but contain 56 fewer non-UXO targets (with 59 remaining) than the human analyst selection. While this approach identified all positive UXO targets in the Seeded Site, this selection of first pass parameters may need modification in other fields containing additional types of UXO. The adaptive nature of Feature Analyst allows it to alter its first pass (and second pass) model tuning them to a site's characteristics. Second-Pass Shape Classification. In the second stage of the two pass analysis; Feature Analyst learns to distinguish between positive and negative examples using the shape of the UXO target signatures. After specifying the known classifications of the targets in the Seeded Site area, the Remove Shapes tool computes the shape descriptor patterns. Using these shape patterns, an analyst can create a model to filter and reclassify the targets selected in the first pass. The Feature Analyst shape descriptors used in this study are: number of vertices, number of holes, perimeter length, area of shape, area of bounding rectangle, compactness, second order moments, rotational invariant measure, scale (size) invariant measure, and the average pixel values in the shape. Table 5 presents the results of the experiments using the shape descriptors described above on the 84 Seeded Site targets specified in the first pass. The learning algorithms, and in particular GEFS, showed an increase in accuracy. GEFS missed only 3 actual UXO while producing only 3 false positives.
Target Classification on the North, South, and West Sites Using the Two-Pass Model
As described above, the two-pass analysis approach using the Feature Analyst was developed and applied to the 10-acre seed target area, and shown to be significantly more effective than the approaches described in earlier Sections. The final exercise in this project was to test and evaluate this most effective approach using survey data from the 100-acre vehicular MTADS survey. For data handling purposes, in the original MTADS analysis, the survey was broken into a South site, 2 West sites (I and II), and 2 North sites (I and II). In preparation for this effort, using Feature Analyst we constructed a model from the complete set of 84 shape patterns generated from the seeded site target signatures.
Because the Pattern Recognition Team had the BBR Demonstration Report, 1 they knew the total number of live UXO recovered from the 100-acre Vehicular Survey Area. That information extracted from Table  9 , page 47 of the Demonstration Report 1 is reproduced below. The team did not, however, have the ground truth differentiating individual targets between UXO and clutter until all classification analyses was completed.
Based on the results in Sections 4 and 5, we developed two approaches to apply on the 100-acre survey:
(a) Using the targets previously selected by the human analyst (Column 2 in Table 6 ) as the first pass, and the learning model generated from GEFS and Feature Analyst as the second pass. (b) Using Feature Analyst for both the first pass (automated target picker) and second pass, as described in detail in Section 5.
Case (a) is equivalent to human analyst filtering, followed by Feature Analyst shape-based classification (i.e., the second pass). The second approach, Case (b) is the fully-automated approach using Feature Analyst for both the first and second pass. The first pass of the fully automated system generated the following numbers of candidate UXO targets: SouthII -61, WestI -192, WestII -10, NorthI -30, NorthII -41, which were reclassified during the second pass. The second pass for each approach above is the same -a shape based classification using GEFS and Feature Analyst.
Using the 301 targets selected by the human analyst as the first pass, the second pass learner classified the targets as shown in Table 7 . When these 301 targets were submitted to the shape filter routine, 24 of them were classified as UXO, the remaining 277 as not-UXO. Using the ground truth data, Table 8 shows the disposition of the 24 targets that were classified as UXO. Six of the 24 targets (highlighted in yellow) were correctly classified as UXO. Eighteen targets (highlighted in white) were false positives. Three targets were misclassified as not-UXO (false negatives). These are highlighted in orange in Table 8 .
When the targets were dug on the 100-acre area following the MTADS vehicular survey and analysis, the MTADS dig list contained 301 targets. The MTADS analysis broke the classification into 6 probability categories. The first 3 categories classified 142 of the targets as more likely UXO than not-UXO. This classification captured all of the UXO, with no false negatives. In fairness however, compared to the human analyst performance on the 10-acre seeded site all six MTADS probability categories had to be dug to capture all the UXO targets. The combined human analyst and shape filter cooperative analysis in this project was significantly better at distinguishing not-UXO than was the human analyst alone. This clutter rejection came at the price of missing 3 of the 9 UXO targets, however. Table 7 . Target classification predictions for the 100-acre survey using the human analysis for Pass 1. Using the fully automated approach, the two-pass cooperative method selected and classified the targets as shown in Table 9 .
The automated target picker, which thresholded on the target footprint, selected 334 targets. When these targets were submitted to the shape filter routine, 27 were classified as UXO and 307 as not-UXO. The automated target picker rejected several targets that had been selected by the human analyst. It rejected one target, S-104, a legitimate UXO. Interestingly, this same target, when picked by the human analyst (and classified as a high probability UXO) was classified as not-UXO by the shape filter. Table 10 shows the disposition of the 27 targets classified as UXO in the fully automated two pass approach. This list 
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contains the 6 new targets not chosen by the human analyst. Again, there were ultimately the same 6 true positives (highlighted in yellow) and 3 false negatives as appeared in Table 8 . The false negatives are highlighted in orange, the false positives in white.
As in the prior case, the cooperative analysis was significantly better at correctly distinguishing not-UXO than was the human analyst, operating alone. The fully automated target picker performed almost as well as the human analyst. This may be unique to this site, however. The relatively unsophisticated automated target picker will likely not perform as well at a site with more complex geology, a wider range of UXO threats, or a much more dense target environment.
Figures 10-13 provide visual representations of the data shown in Tables 8 and 10 . These targets are typical of the data used to establish the criteria for the automated target picker and to train the shape classifier. The images are screen captures taken during the target analysis process using the humaninteractive MTADS DAS. The false-color presentations are in pixel format, showing data from individual sensor tracks. The cross-track sensor separation is 0.25 m. The down-the-track data points are about 6 cm apart and usually appear continuous on these presentation scales. The color image on the left shows the data; on the right the best dipole fit model to the data is shown. The black and white inset in each figure is a plot of the down-the-track readings from individual sensors. These data are called by clicking the detrend tool, which is available to the analyst. The human analyst uses the fit information shown below the images, the 2-dimensional image presentations, and the various other data (extracted by using the expert analysis tools, e.g. the detrend tool) to make a classification decision, which is then entered into the comment box and becomes part of the target analysis report. The pattern recognition approach developed in this project can either replace the human analyst, providing consistent and accurate results, or minimally be used as an additional and valuable source of information for the analyst.
Figures 10 and 11 show the two extremes of magnetic anomaly types. Figure 10 shows a classical dipole signature from an 8-inch projectile whose long axis is lined roughly parallel to the Earth's magnetic field. The data have high signal-to-noise. Effectively each sensor track shows signal dominated only by components of the dipole signature. There is very little clutter interfering with the fit and the coherence of the model fit is very high. Figure 11 shows a magnetic anomaly image from a collection of shrapnel pieces that resulted from the detonation of a projectile after it had impacted the earth. The presence of the individual shrapnel pieces is shown in the down-the-track sensor readings in the black and white inset. The color image on the right shows the result of modeling this collection of returns as a single dipole target. The decision that the human analyst must make is "can this collection of returns be due to an intact projectile (or bomb) which also has a lot of clutter (or tail fins) scattered about?" The automatic shape analysis tool must use these 2-dimensional presentations from ground truth to train on and extend this knowledge to the analysis of unknown anomaly signatures. Our technique does this by using a spatial array of pixels and shape descriptors described in Section 6. Figures 12 and 13 show two of the three false negative classified targets in the same presentation format shown in Figures 10 and 11 . Target W-153 lies very close to the bull's eye. Therefore, it has a lot of clutter interference from shrapnel and auto body parts. The bull's eye target was a stack of automobiles that had been reduced to scrap metal by projectile detonations. This 8-inch dud projectile was buried relatively deeply; therefore the signal intensity was much smaller than that of target N-49. The human analyst, knowing he was working very near the bull's eye, made allowances for the generalized clutter and designated the target to be dug as UXO. The shape function utility compared the image to the typical clutter training image and logically classified the anomaly as not-UXO.
The situation depicted in Figure 13 is less clear cut. Target S-104 is a 155-mm projectile, buried about 2 feet deep. It was not selected by the automated target picker and therefore, was not submitted for classification in Table 9 . In Table 8 , the human analyst chose the target for analysis and it was therefore, submitted to the classifier. The shape classifier, however, classified the target as not-UXO. The projectile is characterized by a relatively high signal-to-noise ratio. It probably is oriented northeast/southwest (or vice versa) giving almost the maximum skew to the dipole orientation away from magnetic north. The anomaly is characterized by some, but not very much, adjacent clutter. This anomaly points out the necessity for creating a good set of examples upon which to train, and exposes the need for follow-on research.
Conclusions
We draw the following conclusions from this study: a.
A human analyst, working with a physics-based modeling analysis system and high resolution mapped data files, can achieve excellent detection results at relative uncomplicated sites like the BBR. However, the analyst's ability to distinguish between intact ordnance and clutter still requires digging 5-20 targets for each recovered UXO.
b.
We have shown, by exhaustive studies in this project, that the physics parameters generated by a human-in-the-loop analysis approach, such as at the BBR survey, cannot be significantly improved by the use of inductive learning algorithms that focus on the physics-based fitting parameters. In other situations, other researchers working with different datasets from more complex sites have drawn different conclusions. The generality of our observations may depend upon both the complexity of the survey site and the quality of the datasets and the human-assisted analysis.
c.
In the early parts of this study, the use of raw spatial pixel values from the MTADS data when appended in a cooperative analysis with the physics-based predictions, did not improve classification accuracy.
d.
In our final study, the first-pass technique that we developed provides a quick and effective automated target picker. With these datasets this approach can effectively replace the man in the loop for target selection, or at a minimum, can provide a valuable aid to the analyst. This automated technique can be adapted to different fields and situations. e.
Our second-pass technique provides the ability to use shape and intensity information from the MTADS data to improve the automated discrimination of UXO and other metallic scrap. As a result, our new techniques hold great promise in reducing the numbers of non-UXO that must be dug.
In general, the results of the cooperative analysis of the BBR data using shape filters as a classification tool suggest some tantalizing possible improvements in classification. Using these pattern recognition tools in conjunction with either a primitive automatic target picker, or the physics-based analysis as a pre-screener, reduced the dig list by more than a factor of two. This significant advance in correctly identifying clutter targets came at the expense of some missed UXO targets.
Because of the limited resources available for this study, the scope of our efforts had to be restricted. There are several areas where significant improvements and evaluations could be made. There was neither time nor resources available to implement a probabilistic evaluator in the shape function analysis. To critically evaluate the performance of our new tools it will be necessary to develop this capability. It will allow the generation of ROC curves and the evaluation of this performance approach against others. Equally importantly, it would allow classification thresholds to be adjusted to emphasize either UXO detection or clutter rejection.
Our discussions in the previous section have illustrated the importance of extensive ground-truthed data sets to achieve adequate training. It is important that the training sets have both extensive UXO and clutter targets. Moreover, it is important that these training data be associated with the actual site to be analyzed. Indigenous clutter and geological interferences are critical contributors to noise. Noise sources ultimately establish the detection and classification floor because of signal-to-noise limitations.
The BBR site was chosen for this study because of its simplicity. From an ordnance perspective, it is almost a single use site. Background clutter (except near the bull's eye) and geological interferences were low, and generally, UXO targets were well separated and isolated from each other. Finally, this is the most extensive area we are aware of that has ever been studied with high quality surveys and 100% remediated.
